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(CAMARGUE®, SKYE®, LAGUNE® AND TOSCANE® FRONT)

Perfect for:
∫ Privacy
∫ Shade when the sun is low in the sky
∫ Protection from wind, rain and insects

wind. These screens come in 50 colours
and allow you to customise the Camargue,
Skye, Lagune and Toscane and create the
atmosphere you desire.

Thanks to an ingenious zipper system, the
fabric is windproof in every position and is
insect-proof when closed. It is an incredibly
well-thought-out principle in which the sun
protection fabric has a special zippered trim.
This ensures that the entire structure is held
firmly by the two side guides.

The frame profiles are developed in such
a way that the bottom bar is aesthetically
hidden away in the box when the screen is
raised.

By integrating this Fixscreen, with or without
Crystal windows to keep a view of the outside,
you can create an extra outdoor room where
the users are protected from sun, rain and

FIXSCREEN BASE®

Connect&Go technology
The integrated Fixscreen is fitted with our
patented Connect&Go technology. This
new development provides an enormous
advantage for installation, as well as
for removing the fabric roller tube when
replacing a screen or motor.

ACCESSORIES

Perfect integration, even afterwards!

Bottom bar disappears into the Camargue box

(ALGARVE®, TOSCANE® SIDE, AND LAPURE®)

Enclosing the sides
To close oﬀ the sides of the Algarve, Toscane
or Lapure, these can be combined with the
Fixscreen 100 EVO Slim F or the Fixscreen
150 EVO F. This allows for the box for the sun
protection screen to be mounted underneath
the frame profiles so that this connects
perfectly with the basic construction.
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FIXSCREEN® FIBREGLASS FABRIC SCREENS

(CAMARGUE®, ALGARVE®, SKYE®, LAGUNE®, TOSCANE® AND LAPURE®)
Transparent sun protection fabric
The best choice in transparent sun protection
fabric for windproof vertical sun protection
is fibreglass fabric. Fibreglass fabrics score
the highest in terms of tension and rigidity,
and are also highly resistant to moisture and
heat, all while maintaining the view.
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We oﬀer a wide range of colours so that you
can find the fabric that suits you perfectly.

Our Renson® Ambassadors will be happy to
assist you in making your choice.

The “Architects’ Selection” is a range of
colours that are very popular in the current
design and architecture trends.

The fibreglass fabrics are also available with a
Crystal window, providing a crystal-clear view.

Sergé

Natté

Métal

Privacy

WEATHER-RESISTANT

LIGHTING AND HEATING

SIDE ELEMENTS

FIXSCREEN®

ROOF BLADES

CRYSTAL WINDOWS

400 mm

ACCESSORIES

* Either the height or the width must be
1,200 mm. The other dimensions must be at
least 1,200 mm.
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There are various options where you can
choose between three types of windows:
∫ One window of 1,200 mm by min.
1,200min.mm
1200 mm
∫ 2 windows* next to each other
∫ 2 windows* one above the other
A total of two Crystal windows can be
installed per screen. There must be a
minimum distance of 200 mm between
the sides of the fabric and between the
Crystal windows themselves. There must be
a distance of 400 mm between the Crystal
windows and the bottom and the top edges
of the fabric.
200 mm

In order to maintain the highest level of
contact with the space outside the covering,
transparent Crystal Windows in integrated
Fixscreen fibreglass fabric can be installed.
This transparent type of fabric is made from
PVC (Fire classification M2). The Crystal
fabric is welded into a fibreglass screen using
high-frequency welding. This fabric can be
used in the integrated Fixscreen, Fixscreen
100 EVO Slim F and the Fixscreen 150 EVO F.

400 mm

Optimum contact with the outdoor space

